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Wideband supercontinuum (SC) generation has attracted considerable attention due to its
various practical applications in many fields. We report on all-fiber SC generation in hybrid
highly nonlinear fibers (HNLFs) pumped with a femtosecond erbium-doped fiber laser
(EDFL). Based on the nonlinear polarization rotation (NPR) technique, the EDFL is
compactly constructed with a hybrid device integrating a wavelength-division
multiplexing (WDM) coupler, a tap coupler, and a polarization-sensitive isolator. The SC
emission in HNLFs with different dispersions is characterized and the optimum length of
HNLF is found. The SC in the hybrid HNLF, constructed by two sections of HNLFs with
positive and zero dispersions, could approximately span an octave spanning in the 20 dB
bandwidth. Our system suggests an inexpensive, effective and compact construction for
SC generation.
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INTRODUCTION

Over the past few decades, supercontinuum (SC) generation has stimulated extensive research on
optical coherence tomography, micromachining, nonlinear frequency conversion, light detection
and ranging (LIDAR), and the optical frequency comb [1–5]. Since Alfano and Shapiro first observed
the spectrum spanning 400–700 nm in bulk glasses in 1970, much attention has been paid to
developing broadband and easy-to-use SC light sources [6]. Thanks to advances in fiber technology,
SC generation nowadays has been widely exploited in specially manufactured optical fibers, such as
micro-structured photonic crystal fibers (PCFs), tapered fibers, and highly nonlinear fibers (HNLFs)
[7–9]. SC light sources are available to span a spectral range over hundreds of nanometers and allow
for high temporal coherence as well.

SC generation occurs when ultrashort optical pulses propagate through the nonlinear fiber. Only
when the launching pulse power is larger than the threshold of the SC spectrum, the significant
spectrum broadening phenomenon can be observed [10–12]. At present, various passive mode-
locking techniques are used to generate stable femtosecond pulses, such as nonlinear polarization
rotation (NPR) [13–15], nonlinear amplifying loop mirror [16–18], and saturable absorbers [19–22].
The source energy can be easily boosted to a few nJ with the fiber amplifier, which generally satisfies
the required condition for SC generation. The laser energy within the optical fiber is limited to a
smaller core of the waveguide than the bulk medium. The resulting high-power density is conducive
to getting nonlinear optical effects. A large number of nonlinear effects contribute the spectral
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broadening, including self-phase modulation (SPM), cross-phase
modulation (XPM), stimulated Raman scattering, four-wave
mixing and other high-order nonlinear effects [17]. Moreover,
these nonlinear contributions are strongly related to the group
velocity dispersion (GVD) and the length of the optical fiber,
besides the power and the duration of the pulsed source.

As mentioned above, the HNLF is one kind of the most
commonly used fibers for generating the SC spectrum. A
combination of the HNLF and the femtosecond erbium-doped
fiber laser (EDFL) can generate the SC spectrum around 1.55 μm.
The HNLF enhances the fiber nonlinearity mainly in two aspects:
its silica core is doped with a high concentration of germanium
dioxide (GeO2), and the core diameter is made as small as several
nanometers [23]. Thus, the nonlinear coefficient γ (typically
10–20W−1 km−1) of HNLFs is several times larger than that
of the standard single-mode fiber (SSMF). Although it is smaller
than γ of the PCFs, HNLFs can be conveniently fusion spliced to
other fibers with negligible losses (e.g, <0.2 dB for sliced to the
SSMF), which is beneficial to construct all-fiber SC systems.
Additionally, the HNLF has low propagation loss and can be
manufactured with a low dispersion slope.

It is well known that control of SC generation requires fine
lengthwise management of HNLF parameters, i.e., dispersion
management. In the normal GVD regime, tens meters of
conventional HNLFs are commonly used to extend the
spectral continuum over an octave (i.e., 1–2 μm) [24, 25]. For
example, Gao et al. reported an all-fiber SC source spanning
1120–2245 nm in the 10 dB bandwidth with a 20-m long HNLF
[24]. In the anomalous GVD regime, the HNLF length for wide
SC generation can be essentially shortened to a few meters [26,
27]. It is worth noting that Nicholson et al. accessed the feasibility
of broadening the continuum by splicing sections of different-
dispersion HNLF together [27, 28]. To further relax the length

requirement for practical applications, many studies elaborately
tested the hybrid HNLF constructed from plural sections [29–32].
Hori et al. presented a continuum spanning about 1000 nm by
injecting the ultrashort pulse into the anomalous GVD near the
zero-dispersion wavelength (ZDW) of the HNLF [29]. Korel et al.
demonstrated the SC generation over 1–2 μm in a hybrid HNLF
with the length of tens centimeter [32].

In this paper, we present a simple, compact, and
inexpensive experimental system for wideband SC
generation. The system consists of all non-polarization-
maintaining (non-PM) fibers and off-the-shelf optical
devices. Additionally, the nonlinear coefficient γ of our
HNLFs is 10 W−1 km−1, one half γ of specially-made
HNLFs in many works [27]. We study a short-length
dispersion-managed hybrid HNLF pumped by a mode-
locked fiber laser to generate the SC spectrum. By changing
the length of sectional HNLF and the peak power of the ultra-
short pulse laser, the effects on the continuum are studied. A
hybrid HNLF consisting of two sections, with a total length of
less than 1 m, is finally selected to generate an octave SC
spectrum.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A schematic of the SC generation system is shown in Figure 1.
The all-fiber laser is a stretched-pulse ring oscillator employing
NPR as the mode-locking mechanism [33]. The cavity is made
of an erbium-doped fiber (OFS EDF80), one segment of SSMF,
a polarization controller and a hybrid three-in-one device. The
hybrid device integrates a wavelength-division multiplexer
(WDM) coupler, a 10% output coupler, and a polarization-
sensitive optical isolator. Using such a hybrid device allows us

FIGURE 1 | Experimental schematic of the SC generation using a passively mode-locked femtosecond EDFL. The dispersion compensation fibers are not
depicted. HD: hybrid device, comprising a wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) coupler, a tap coupler, and a polarization-sensitive isolator, EDF: erbium-doped fiber,
PD: photodiode detector, PC: polarization controller, ISO: optical isolator, HNLF: highly nonlinear fiber, OSA: optical spectrum analyzer.
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to reduce the number of elements in the cavity and therefore
make the oscillator compact. The GVD coefficients β2 of the
EDF80 and SSMF at 1550 nm are +61.2 ps2/km (anomalous
dispersion) and −22.9 ps2/km (normal dispersion),
respectively. The net group delay dispersion (GDD) of the
oscillator is estimated to be 0.0025 ps2 ± 0.0054 ps2. The ring
oscillator is forward pumped by a laser diode at 980 nm. When
the polarization controller is properly adjusted, mode-locking
is obtained and can be self-starting. At 141 mW of pump
power, 3.9 mW of average output power at 1570 nm at a
fundamental rate of 66.83 MHz is generated.

The output pulses are stretched with a 4 m length of normal-
dispersion fiber (DCF38), whose β2 is +48.8 ps

2/km at 1550 nm.
Then, the power of the oscillator pulse is boosted by using the
erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA). The 1.35 m of active EDF
(Er110) is pumped bidirectionally with two 980-nm diode lasers
through two WDM couplers, and β2 for Er110 is +12 ps2/km.
After the pulse is broadened and amplified, a segment of SSMF is
used in the compression stage, whose β2 is opposite to that of
DCF38.

The EDFA output pulse is recompressed using a section of
SSMF, and then enters into the HNLF for SC generation. The
radiation generated in the HNLF is acquired for spectral
measurements directly at the HNLF end. The laser
spectrum is recorded with a mid-infrared fiber optic
analyzer. It can collect spectral data over the range from 1

to 3.4 μm with resolution of 0.15 nm. The analyzer calibration
is based on an infrared laser at the known wavelength of
1156 nm. An autocorrelator is used to measure the laser
pulse width. The rf spectra are measured with an rf
spectrum analyzer (Rigol DSA815).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

EDFL and Amplified Pulse Characterization
Figure 2A shows the pulse train with the oscillator working in the
mode-locking state. The pulse-to-pulse separation is about 15.00 ns,
which corresponds to a repetition frequency of 66.83MHz. As
shown in Figure 2B, the rf spectrum also clearly reveals this
fundamental rate, and it appears a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of
70 dB. Figure 2C shows the optical spectrum, where the 3 dB
bandwidth is estimated to be 46.7 nm. Characteristics of a single-
peak autocorrelation trace, no oscillation in the optical spectrum,
and a clear pulse train confirm that the EDFL is stably operated in
the single-pulse mode-locking state. As shown in Figure 2D,
amplified pulses are obtained with the narrowest width of 88 fs
and the average power of 140 mW, corresponding to the pulse peak
power of 23.3 kW. There is a base at the edge of the pulse on both
sides. It is due to the high power density and strong nonlinear effects
of the pulse transmitting in the fiber, which affect the pulse shape
after the transmission through the longer fiber.

FIGURE 2 | Output of the fiber laser when the mode-locked mechanism is self-started: (A). pulse trains, (B). rf spectrum with the fundamental rate. The resolution
bandwidth (RBW) of the rf spectrum is 300 kHz. (C) Optical spectrum. The RBW of the optical spectrum is 0.15 nm. (D) The autocorrelation trace of amplified pulses
before coupled into the HNLF. The trace center is fitted with sech2 function, showing a full width half maximum (FWHM) pulse width of 88 fs.
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SC Generation in HNLF With Different
Dispersions
In general, to generate an SC spectrum with the HNLF, the pulse
energy is required more than 1 nJ, which is specially designed

from a 1550 nm pulse laser source [25]. After amplified by EDFA,
the average power of the pulse is 140 mW, and the peak power of
the pulses increases with the decrease of the pulse width. In the
follow-up study of the effect of the HNLFs, we chose amplified
pulses with the narrowest width of 88 fs before sent into HNLF. In
our experiments, the HNLFs have dispersion parameters D
ranging from −3.990 to 5.272 ps/nm/km at 1550 nm. Other
parameters of HNLF are shown in Table 1.

Usually, when pumping in the anomalous dispersion region,
the splitting of the higher-order soliton can promote the
generation of SCs, but have relatively low coherence [34, 35].
In contrast, when pumping in the normal dispersion region, the
spectral broadening is devoted by SPM and optical wave breaking
(OWB), and the SC spectrum is flat and has good coherence [7,
36]. But in the experiment, it is also necessary to consider the
dispersion and the width of the pulse to select the HNLF. We
investigate the generation of SC by using HNLF with different
dispersion values D under fixed pump pulse parameters.

Here, the HNLF with one kind dispersion is used for
generating the SC, as shown in Figure 3. By using the HNLF
with D = 3.139 ps/nm/km and varying the length of the fiber from
0.6 to 1.0 m, we observe corresponding SC spectra as shown in
Figure 3A. The spectral range of SC does not monotonously
increase with the extended length of HNLF. It is found that 0.8 m
is the optimum length when the length of fiber is required to be
less than 1 m. Similarly, the generated continua in the 0.8-m-long
HNLF with different dispersions are shown in Figure 3B. The
wideband SC extending from 1010 to 2400 nm over an octave
spanning is generated, and at the 20 dB bandwidth, a broadening
range of 1050–2230 nm is observed in the case of D = 4.205 ps/
nm/km. As the HNLF dispersion increases, the output spectrum
starts broadening on both sides. The spectral range gradually
increases due to the accumulation of nonlinear effects, but the
spectral coherence becomes worse, and the intensity decreases
significantly at 1200–1400 nm. It appears the spectral fine
structure, which is the results of this XPM effect and the
interference between the components which are spectrally
overlapped but are temporally separated.

Besides, it should be noted that the mid-infrared fiber optic
analyzer has a wide measurement range from 1 μm to 3.4 μm. But
we are mainly concerned with the case that the center wavelength
1570 nm pulse is broadened to an octave SC, so the spectral range
is focused between 1–2.4 μm.

As the peak power of the pump changes, the width of the SC
also changes significantly. We choose the 0.8 m length of HNLF
with D = 4.205 ps/nm/km. When the peak power is increased

TABLE 1 | Parameters of the HNLFs used in the experiments.

Type Cutoff wavelength
(nm)

MFD (μm) Dispersion@1550 nm
(ps/nm/km)

Dispersion Slope@1550 nm
(ps/nm2/km))

Attenuation @1550 nm
(dB)

Typical nonlinear
coefficient (W−1km−1)

NEG 1215 3.78 −3.990 0.006 0.885 10
ZERO 1274 3.80 −0.220 0.019 0.900 10
POS 1274 3.81 1.477 0.019 0.876 10
POS 1357 4.02 3.139 0.020 1.129 10
POS 1399 4.00 4.205 0.017 1.120 10
POS 1348 4.24 5.272 0.034 0.796 10

FIGURE 3 | (A) SC spectra in the HNLF with D = 3.139 ps/nm/km by
changing the HNLF length. (B) SC spectra in a 0.8-m-long HNLF with respect
to different dispersions.
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from 4.9 to 23.8 kW, it can be seen from Figure 4 that the
wavelength of the SC is significantly wider, especially in the long-
wavelength band. This is mainly because with the increase of the
peak power of the pump, the depletion time of the pump is
prolonged, the propagation distance is longer, and the nonlinear
effects such as SPM are significantly enhanced. At the max
available peak power of 23.8 kW (~140 mW of averaging
power), the spectrum can be broadened from 1010 nm to
2230 nm in the 20 dB bandwidth.

SC Generation in a Hybrid HNLF
In this section, we study the effect of the hybrid HNLF with
different dispersions on the continuum. We splice together
two types of highly nonlinear fibers, and the splicing loss of
these two fibers is less than 0.6 dB/splice. We find that the
HNLF with negative dispersion has little influence on spectral
broadening. So just HNLFs with zero and positive dispersion
are considered. We construct the hybrid HNLF consisting of
only two sections of HNLFs, and the total positive dispersion
can be realized in two fusion spliced manners: between HNLFs
with positive and negative dispersion, and between HNLFs
with positive and zero dispersion.

Firstly, the SC is generated in a hybrid HNLF constructed by
two HNLFs with 0.6 m positive dispersion and 0.2 m zero
dispersion, where the positive dispersion is D = 4.205 ps/nm/
km. We make comparison of the SC spectra measured with
uniform and hybrid nonlinear fibers for three cases: in the
hybrid HNLF with a total length of 0.8 m, in the 0.6 m HNLF,
and in the 0.8 m HNLF. SC generation in the hybrid HNLF is
noticeably more efficient. Figure 5 shows the typical spectral
broadening in uniform and hybrid HNLF. Distinctly, the SC
spectrum generated in the hybrid HNLF is much broader in the
20 dB bandwidth. The primary spectral broadening is caused in
the first stage of HNLF-POS. The higher peak power and the
narrower temporal duration produce the widely broadened SC
spectrum. However, the spectrum has several discrete peaks and
the flatness becomes to be degraded. The ZDWof HNLF-ZERO is
1550 nm and it is almost matched with the pump wavelength of
1570 nm. Through the second section of this hybrid HNLF, it
continues accumulating nonlinear effects of the transmitting
pulse and increases the intensity of each component of the SC,
especially from 1250 nm to 1450 nm.

Two sections of HNLFs with D = 3.139 ps/nm/km and D =
5.272 ps/nm/km are used to construct the second hybrid
HNLF for comparison. To demonstrate the effectiveness of
this hybrid HNLF, we compare the spectra generated by the
hybrid HNLF and the 0.8 m uniform HNLF with D = 4.205 ps/
nm/km. We make both the total GDD and the length of the
hybrid HNLF close to the uniform HNLF. The hybrid HNLF is
constructed by a 0.4 m length of HNLF with D = 3.139 ps/nm/
km and a 0.4 m length of HNLF with D = 5.272 ps/nm/km. As
shown in Figure 6, the spectrum generated by the hybrid
HNLF is much broader, i.e., in the wavelength range of
2000–2100 nm. The effect of the hybrid fiber obtained byFIGURE 4 | SC spectra in a 0.8-m-long HNLF with D = 4.205 ps/nm/km

at 1550 nm as a function of the peak power.

FIGURE 5 | The spectra generated in the HNLFs and the hybrid HNLF.
The black line and blue line represent the 0.6 m and 0.8 m-long HNLFs with D
= 4.205 ps/nm/km, respectively. The red line represents the hybrid HNLF
consisting of two sections of HNLFs with D = 4.205 ps/nm/km (0.6 m)
and zero dispersion (0.2 m).
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splicing different positive dispersion of HNLFs has not much
difference from that of the uniform HNLF. Additionally, due
to the limitation of the measurement range of the
spectrometer, it is inconvenient to compare spectra with
wavelengths less than 1000 nm.

Then, we splice a 0.43 m HNLF with D = 4.205 ps/nm/km and
a 0.37 m HNLF with D = -3.990 ps/nm/km to construct another
hybrid HNLF. Figure 7 describes the spectra generated by the
hybrid HNLF and the 0.8 m HNLF with zero dispersion, and the

spectral broadening generated by the hybrid HNLF is wider
distinctly. Splicing a positive dispersion HNLF and a negative-
positive dispersion HNLF together is beneficial to the continuum
on both sides. SC expands broadly through the normal dispersion
region of the HNLF firstly, and in the anomalous dispersion
region of the fiber, the SC spectrum would be flat and have a
better coherence than the spectrum by uniform HNLF-ZERO.
Although this type of hybrid HNLF has better broadening effect
than the uniform fiber, it has unobtrusive effect on long
wavelength components of SC due to the alternation of
positive and negative dispersion.

Based on the above results, it shows that the hybrid HNLF
constructed from sectional HNLFs with zero and positive dispersion
has a better effect on the SC than the other two types of hybrid
HNLFs. Further, we try to shorten the total length of HNLF to
improve the stability and reduce the cost of the system. The length of
theHNLFwith zero dispersion is fixed at 0.2 m, and the length of the
positive dispersion (D = 4.205 ps/nm/km) HNLF is changed from
0.2 to 0.8 m. The obtained spectra are shown in Figure 8. In the
range of 1150–1250 nm, the spectrum generated in the hybrid
HNLF with 0.6 m length of positive dispersion is slightly intense.
It also shows that shortening the length of the hybrid HNLF is not
always favorable for the broadening of the SC spectrum.

CONCLUSION

In summary, we have demonstrated wide SC generation in the
hybrid HNLF with different dispersions using passively NPR-
based mode-locked EDFL. A pulse train is generated with a
repetition frequency of 66.83 MHz and the 3 dB bandwidth of
the spectrum is 46.7 nm at the center wavelength of 1570 nm.
The SC covering a range of 1020–2230 nm in the 20 dB
bandwidth is achieved using an HNLF with uniform D =

FIGURE 6 | The spectra generated in the HNLF and the hybrid HNLF.
The red line is an SC generated by the hybrid HNLF with two different positive
dispersion. The total GDD is close to that in the 0.8 m HNLF with D =
4.205 ps/nm/km.

FIGURE 7 | Comparing the spectra generated by the 0.8 m HNLF with
zero dispersion (black line) and the hybrid HNLF with positive and negative
dispersion (red line).

FIGURE 8 | The SC is generated in the hybrid HNLF with 0.2 m zero
dispersion and positive dispersion fiber of varying length.
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4.205 ps/nm/km. The length of the HNLF and the launching
pulse power are then studied. We find that the optimum length
is 0.8 m in this system. Just two segments of HNLF are spliced
together to construct the hybrid HNLF. It is found that SC
generation in the hybrid fiber with positive and zero
dispersions has a preferable spectral intensity, and the
broadening range almost spans an octave in the 20 dB
bandwidth. Our scheme of using the hybrid HNLF in SC
generation is a good example that matches an arbitrary
pumping pulse source, and suggests an inexpensive,
effective, and compact construction for SC generation.
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